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Abstract
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) has recently been a routine non-destructive tool in
railway infrastructure diagnostics. One of the phenomena occurring in the ballast structure,
which can be detected by GPR, is presence of water. Moisture (water) can be trapped
more frequently in the fouled railway ballast sections due to the filling of air voids within the
ballast by finer materials hence reducing the drainage capability of the track infrastructure.
This paper aims at experimentally assessing the moisture influence of the clean and fouled
coarse granite ballast on the GPR signal characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION
Railways are regarded as a cost-efficient and secure mode of transport. Diagnosis of the
degraded sections of railway infrastructure and developing a good maintenance strategy is the
main task of the railway operators in order to provide a sustainable service.
Railway ballast is the pivotal parameter of track infrastructure, condition of which has a key
impact on the overall track stability [1]. Ballast fulfils fundamental functions of resisting vertical,
longitudinal and lateral stresses applied to sleepers, keeping the track in position and enabling the
immediate drainage of water from the track body [1–3]. In this respect, identification of the condition
of ballast is significant for decision making process in efficiently assigning the limited funds for
maintenance.
Due to cyclic loading from trains and through weathering processes, ballast structure deforms
in time. Among many mechanisms, which result in ballast deterioration, ballast fouling and moisture
(water) retention within ballast are commonly encountered issues. Ballast fouling, i.e. pollution of
ballast occurs when air voids in the ballast are filled with finer materials because of ballast
breakdown and infiltration of other materials from the ballast surface or infiltration from the base of
the ballast layer [4].
Unless the track is drained adequately, water accumulation takes place in the track body,
which subsequently causes a reduction in shear strength and stiffness of ballast as well as
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increasing the rate of deterioration and fouling process [5]. Influence of water on fouled ballast is
much greater than it is on clean ballast since air voids in clean ballast enable drainage of water
whereas in fouled ballast finer particles replacing air voids substantially limit the drainage ability of
ballast. Early diagnosis of ballast fouling and trapped water within the ballast is therefore vitally
important.
This paper aims at experimentally assessing the moisture influence of the clean and fouled
coarse granite ballast on the received GPR signal characteristics.

GPR TECHNOLOGY
GPR is a probing technique, which sends discrete pulses of electromagnetic (EM) energy to
identify variations of electrical properties of the subsurface [6,7] with a central frequency ranging
from 10 MHz to 2.5 GHz to reveal the positions and sizes of electrically different layers and objects
[8].
GPR has been in use for about 50 years and it is regarded as a strong non-destructive
geophysical method in detecting and visualizing the structural and material features under the
surface [9,10].
Particularly with the latest developments of the hardware and software, there has been a
steady increase in the interest of both practitioners and researchers in this method lately [9]. GPR
method is basically composed of antenna transmission of a radio waves (EM energy) into the
ground or another medium via short EM pulses. A portion of the transmitted EM energy is reflected
by differences in material relative permittivity (RDP) at material interfaces. Such dissimilarities or
so-called anomalies appear in the form of changes in soil layers, groundwater surfaces, or buried
objects [10]. In Fig. 1, there is a schematic view of GPR profile generation over ballasted track
substructure [11].

Fig. 1 The generation of a GPR profile with an air-coupled antenna over track bed. a) The transmitted energy is
reflected off the boundaries in the substructure, b) A single trace composed of the reflection amplitudes for the
reflections in (a), c) Multiple scans are generated in quick succession, d) Adjacent scans are combined to build
a B-scan [11].

RDP (or also known as dielectric constant) and the conductivity of a material are the major
material properties which govern the transmission and reflection patterns of the EM wave. RDP of a
material is the amount of electrostatic energy stored per unit volume for a unit potential gradient by
definition [12]. The magnetic susceptibility of a material is assumed not to influence GPR signal
significantly [8].
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GPR has been used in a great many fields ranging from detection of ice glaciers’ thickness to
mine detection and from forensic investigations to archeological works. Lately, its potential has
been directed to road infrastructure surveys such as pavement layer thickness measurements,
detection of voids, layer delamination in bridge deck, measurements of depth to steel dowels,
detection of buried objects and utilities, asphalt stripping and scour around bridge piers [8].
A wide spectrum of GPR applications for railway infrastructure has been achieved such as
determination of layer (ballast, sub-ballast, subgrade) thicknesses [13], inspection of embankment
stability [14, 15], localization of trapped moisture areas within ballast [16], prediction of track
modulus from GPR [17], detection of permafrost sections [18–21].
2.1 Known Height Method (KHM)
RDP value (εr) of railway ballast provides a preliminary information on the condition of ballast in
terms of its fouling level (i.e. clean, fouled, and highly fouled) based on published literature values
for that particular type of the ballast. Known Height Method (KHM) was used to compute RDP
values in this work. KHM is one of the most common methods to predict RDP values, where the
time differences between the reflection amplitudes of air/ballast interface and the ballast/metal plate
interface are used. This time difference is widely known as two-way travel time (twt) in GPR
glossary. To obtain RDP (εr) of ballast, formulas (1) and (2) were used.
2∙ℎ
𝑡𝑤𝑡
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where vr is the EM wave velocity through the ballast medium, h is the known height of the ballast
layer, twt is the two-way radar travel time that the EM wave is transmitted to and reflected back
from the target or interface of interest (the ballast layer in this case), Ԑr is RDP of railway ballast,
c is the speed of light.

EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
Coarse-sized granite ballast and two types of fouling materials (sand and fine-sized gravel)
were used to establish the clean and fouled ballast configurations. For clean ballast and for specific
levels of fouling (10%, 30%, and 50% of the air voids in ballast) water was added gradually to
introduce the moisture effect within the ballast structure according to the air voids volume of the
ballast. GPR acquisitions were collected at each increment of water addition to assess the influence
of variation of water itself and the combined effect of the changes in fouling and moisture on EM
characteristics of the ballast under various conditions. A half-cut Intermediate Bulk Container (IBC)
made of HDPE, equipped with a water drain valve, with base sides of 1 m x 1.2 m and a height of
0.50 m, was used during this experiment (Fig. 2). The thickness of the coarse-sized ballast layer
was 25 cm. Vertical indicator sticks with height marks on them were used to measure the height of
ballast. Placement and compaction of fouling materials were performed appropriately to form an
even material layer. Required amounts of fouling materials corresponding to the desired fouling
levels were mixed and distributed evenly into the ballast material. Fouling levels from 0% (clean
ballast) to 50% (fouled ballast) were gradually arranged for each of the fouling materials at different
times. The gradual increase was realized at increments of 10% of the air voids volume within the
coarse-sized ballast material. At the first half of the tests, the increments of water were 10% of the
air voids, however, then 5% increments were used to better monitor the influence of the addition of
the water on the overall system.
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Fig. 2 Half-cut IBC with the drain valve

Air-coupled shielded dipole antenna HN-2000 with central frequency of 2 GHz, which was
produced by Ingegneria Dei Sistemi S.p.A. (IDS) (Fig. 3), was used during the experiments. K2
Fast Wave and ReflexW software were utilized for data collecting and for post-processing and the
interpretation of the data, respectively.

Fig. 3 Air-coupled 2 GHz horn antenna

Several test configurations such as clean dry, clean wet, fouled dry and fouled wet ballast, are
illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 Test configurations for a) clean dry ballast, b) gradual addition of water to clean
ballast via measuring cylinder, c) fully saturated ballast, d) dry ballast fouled with sand, e) wet
ballast polluted with sand f) dry ballast fouled with fine gravel
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION
4.1 Clean Coarse-sized Ballast
The findings for RDP values of gradually water (at 10% increments) included coarser clean
ballast are presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 RDP values for clean coarse-sized ballast at various water contents

At water levels from 0% to 100%, computed RDP values for clean coarse-sized ballast range
from 3.090 (no water case) to 25.500 (saturated case). A strong linear trend with the coefficient of
determination of 0.958 was observed in Fig. 5. The increase in RDP with increasing water content
was also reported by other researchers [3, 22, 23]. After saturation level was reached, GPR data
were collected and then water was drained from the IBC. 5 hours after the removal of water, GPR
data were collected again. Then, GPR data were acquired in the first, third, sixth, seventh day after
discharge of water. Finally, two more tests were carried out in the second and third weeks after
removal of water. The corresponding RDP values versus days of GPR measurements are tabulated
in Tab. below. RDP of saturated ballast upon the measurement just immediately after water
addition was found to be 25.500, which is in line with the results from other studies [3, 22, 23]. GPR
data revealed the RDP value of 3.876 just after draining of water. The average value of drained
RDP values was 3.152, which is almost the same as the dry clean ballast.
Tab. 1 RDP values vs dry, saturated and drained ballast

Day #

1

2

Condition

Dry
Clean

Saturated
Clean

RDP

3.090

25.500

2

3

Just after removal After 1
of water
day of
(same day)
Removal

3.876

3.203

5

8

9

After 3
days of
Removal

After 6
days of
Removal

After 7
days of
Removal

3.146

3.146

3.125

16

23

After 2
After 3
weeks of weeks of
removal removal

3.139

3.150

4.2 Coarse-sized Ballast Fouled by Sand
RDP values were computed for coarse-sized ballast at specific rates of sand fouling namely at
10%, 30%, and 50%. The results are demonstrated in Fig. 6. RDP values for coarse-sized ballast
fouled by 10% sand increased from 3.271 to 24.699, as water was added gradually from 0% to
90%, respectively. A strong linear trend with the coefficient of determination of 0.9343 was
observed in Fig. 6a. RDP values for coarse-sized ballast fouled by 30% sand are found between
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3.538 to 19.774, as water was included progressively from 0% to 70%, respectively. A good linear
trend with the coefficient of determination of 0.8939 was observed in Fig. 6b. RDP values for
coarse-sized ballast fouled by 50% sand fell into the range from 4.229 to 14.374 as water was
added to the IBC step by step from 0% 50% respectively. A strong linear trend with the coefficient
of determination of 0.9608 was noted in Fig. 6c.

Fig. 6 RDP values for fouled coarse sized granite ballast under gradual water addition at specific levels of sand
fouling a) 10%, b) 30%, c) 50% sand fouled ballast

4.3 Coarse-sized Ballast Fouled by Fine-Sized Gravel
Coarse-sized ballast was polluted by gravel at specific percentages of fouling i. e., at 10%,
30%, and 50%. Calculated RDP values are given in Fig. 7. RDP values for coarse-sized ballast
fouled by 10% fine gravel range from 3.260 to 16.159, as water was added gradually from 0% to
75%, respectively. It should be noted that after 75% of water addition, no clear reflection from the
metal plate was received due to high attenuation. Therefore, the results after 75% water addition
were not reported. A strong linear trend with the coefficient of determination of 0.9846 was found in
Fig. 7a. RDP values for coarse-sized ballast fouled by 30% fine gravel are computed between
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3.523 to 17.650, as water was included progressively from 0% to 70%, respectively. A strong linear
relationship with the coefficient of determination of 0.9635 was noted in Fig. 7b. RDP values for
coarse-sized ballast fouled by 50% sand ranged from 4.135 to 13.021 as water was added to the
IBC step by step from 0% to 50% respectively. A strong linear trend with the coefficient of
determination of 0.9978 was noted in Fig. 7c.

Fig. 7 RDP values for fouled coarse sized granite ballast under gradual water addition at specific levels of fine
gravel fouling a) 10%, b) 30%, c) 50% fine gravel fouled ballast

CONCLUSION
The influence of moisture (water) in the clean and fouled coarse granite ballast on the GPR
signal characteristics are assessed. RDP values of ballast under wet clean and wet fouled
conditions by means of KHM were computed. A basis for the prediction of the RDP values of wet
clean and wet fouled ballast by comparing the RDP values with the added volumetric percentage of
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water for a specific fouling level is obtained. Introducing water into clean and fouled ballast
increases RDP value meeting the theoretical expectations since the RDP of water is 81.000, which
is remarkably higher than the ballast and fouling materials. RDP of saturated clean coarse granite
ballast was found to be 25.500, whereas the average value of drained ballast (3.152) was observed
to have similar values with the dry one (3.090). For clean ballast and for fouled ballast at each
fouling level, increase in the water level led to a rise in RDP values of the mixture of ballast and
fouling material. RDP values tend to increase with increasing fouling levels as well. RDP values can
be estimated for various water contents by using the linear relationships observed in Figs. 5, 6 and
7.
This research has been realized at the laboratories of Educational and Research Centre in Transport, Faculty of
Transport Engineering, University of Pardubice with the GPR set of Department of Transport Structures.
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